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❖ OVERVIEW
➢ Dawgma’s scouting system provides a front end data collection
application (WatchDawg) on Android Amazon Fire 7 tablets, as well as
back-end Microsoft Excel driven data analysis
➢ WatchDawg allows teams to record quantitative robot data during
competition and export that data as a csv file and/or a QR code
➢ The spreadsheet allows teams to store data of all teams in one location,
easily view that data for match strategy insights, and compare teams
across various metrics with visualization
➢ Teams can transfer data from the match strategy worksheet (from the
excel spreadsheet) to a physical match strategy sheet, which can then be
handed to drive teams

❖ LIST OF MATERIALS
➢ Laptop that can run Microsoft Excel
■ x1
➢ 2D Barcode Scanner
■ Description: A barcode scanner is an optical scanner that can read
printed bar or QR codes, decode them, and print the resulting
information. It must be connected either wirelessly or wired to your
laptop and must be able to read QR codes, as opposed to just
barcodes.
■ x1
➢ Amazon Fire 7 Tablets
■ A tablet is a small, touchscreen computing device that is intended
to be portable, yet with more processing capabilities than the
average smartphone. Amazon Fire tablets were developed in 2011
as a replacement for the Kindle Series. The tablets featured a low
price point that was attractive to many consumers. The series is
currently in its 7th Edition, which is what our system is designed to
use.
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■ x7 (6 for use, 1 for backup)
➢ Tablet Cases (optional)
■ Description: A tablet case is a protective attachable layer designed
for a tablet computer. It can provide protection against drops. The
tablet case must be able to fit the Amazon Fire 7th series.
■ x7 (6 for use, 1 for backup)
➢ Screen Protectors (optional)
■ Description: A screen protector is a thin layer of protective material
applied to the touchscreen of the tablet. It is not intended to be
removed, but must occasionally be replaced after a large incident.
The protector must fit the Amazon Fire 7th series screen.
■ x7
➢ Portable Charger (optional)
■ Description: A portable charger is an energy storage device that can
transfer electric power into another device. This can be used to
recharge the tablets during a competition, without relying on
electrical outlets. The tablet’s battery life is powerful enough that
this is not necessary, but a backup is always smart.
■ X3
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SCOUTING APP

❖ Setting-up
➢ Follow set-up instructions given by tablet

➢ Download the app “WatchDawg” from the amazon app store
■ If that is unavailable, follow github download instructions
➢ To download the app from github first download Android Studio
➢ Clone the github repository found on the Dawgma 1712 website
➢ Enable developer options on your Amazon Fire Tablets
■ Open settings on your tablets
■ Open device options
■ Open About Fire Tablet
■ Tap your serial number 7 times
➢ A new menu should appear in settings called “Developer Options”
➢ Open Developer Options, toggle it on
➢ Scroll down and find USB debugging, toggle it on
➢ Plug in Micro-usb to laptop and tablet
➢ Click the run button
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❖ FRONT PAGE
➢ Tap the “Start Match” button
➢ Once the match scouting layout opens, enter the team number of the
robot being scouted, and the match number
➢ To switch between tabs simply swipe right or left, or press the tab that you
wish to switch to

❖ AUTO
➢ Observe if the robot taxied
➢ Observe the number of cargo that the robot
scored and missed (Upper and Lower Hub)
➢ Press (+) to increase and (-) to decrease
■ Numbers persist after switching tabs
➢ Observe number of cargo collected
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❖ TELEOP
➢ Observe the cargo the robot scores or misses
and check for the following conditions:
■ Ground pickup
■ Human Player Pickup
■ Played defense
■ Defended by team number
➢ Check for the location(s) that the robot
shoots the cargo from
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❖ ENDGAME
➢ Check the box that deems
most applicable
➢ If the robot didn’t attempt climb, check
“No Climb Attempt”
➢ If the robot died at any point during the
match, press “Dead Bot”
➢ If the robot commited a penalty during the
match, press “Penalized”
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❖ SAVE DATA

➢ Press “SAVE FILE” to
download a csv file of match data (this is
just for backup). To access this file, plug
the tablet into your computer, open your
file explorer, the tablet’s hard drive should
appear. Open that and the file will be in
the downloads folder. The file is
automatically named according to the
match and team number.
➢ Press “Generate QR” to
generate a QR code for data transfer. This
must be created (and scanned) before
starting a new match or else the data will
not be saved.
➢ Press “New Match” to return
to the home screen
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SCOUTING SPREADSHEET

❖ SETUP SHEET

➢ In column A, input all teams participating in the competition.
➢ Press generate team sheets
➢ Fill out your team’s match schedule
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❖ INPUT SHEET

➢ Repeat until all team data for a given match is in:
■ Press team cell (column A)
■ Scan QR code on tablet (The information scouted will be automatically loaded
into selected column )
■ Press expand data while selecting the cell
➢ Press setup
➢ Press clear
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❖ INDIVIDUAL SHEET

➢ Template for the team information (The Generate Team Sheets macro copies this sheet
as many times as needed and renames them appropriately)
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❖ SUMMARY STATISTICS SHEET

➢ Data for all the teams’ performance in the competition
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❖ MATCH PLANNING SHEET

➢ Data for alliance robots and opponent robots of YOUR teams matches
➢ Make sure the match schedule is filled out in the “Setup” worksheet
➢ In cell B35, type in the match number of your current match
■ For example, you have already played 3 matches at competition and are getting
ready for your 4th, input the number 4 into cell B35
➢ To make it easier to get this data to the drive team, we have provided a pdf of a physical
Match Planning sheet that can be printed out
■ Print out enough sheets to use for all matches YOUR TEAM might participate in
(including qualifications and playoffs)
■ At competition, copy down data from the “Match Planning” worksheet to the
physical Match Planning sheet when you have an upcoming match
■ Hand the physical Match Planning sheet to your drive team
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❖ VISUALIZATION DATA SHEET

➢ Data that’s formatted for Visualization Graphs
➢ Nothing to adjust/input here
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❖ VISUALIZATION GRAPH SHEETS

➢ “Visualization Graphs 1” contains two graphs
➢ The left graph compares all teams at the competition across 3 different metrics
■ Select metrics using the drop down menus in cells A28, B28, and C28
■ A helpful comparison may be setting the X axis to Teleop Lower Cargo Median,
Y axis to Teleop Upper Cargo Median, and Dot Size to Mid Bar Frequency
■ Be aware that the left graph suffers from a clutter issue, in which it’s difficult to
see team numbers when many data points overlap
➢ The right graph compares 3 select teams at the competition across 3 different metrics
■ Metrics are selected using the same dropdowns as in the left graph
■ Teams are selected using the drop down menus in cells E28, F28, G28
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➢ The 1st graph compares % success rate of scoring (based on location) for all teams at
the competition
➢ The 2nd graph compares % success rates of scoring (overall) for all teams in the
competition
➢ Select between lower hub and upper hub % success rates using the dropdown menus
in cells A1 and A16 for the 1st and 2nd graph respectively
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➢ The 1st graph compares climbing frequencies of all teams at the competition
➢ The 2nd graph allows you to easily see a team’s performance over the course of their
12 matches
■ Use drop down menu A15 to select a team
■ Used drop down menu B15 to select a metric
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❖ DEFENSE SHEET

➢ Compares the effect a team’s defense has on the score of the defended bot
■ To do this, it calculates a team’s median score, and that team’s score when
defended by a given bot
■ It figures out the difference between those values, and sorts that difference into
rows depending on the defender, as opposed to the original assortment of
defended robot
■ Calculates the median impact a defender has on a robot based on all of those
values
➢ Data is relatively inaccessible, so find the numbers in SumStat instead
➢ Note: This is very experimental and shouldn’t be solely relied on for rating a team’s
defense. Qualitative > Quantitative in this category.

